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Many boats today require specific bunk/support configurations; Multi-hull boats, including but not 

limited to pontoon, tritoon, some V-hull and catamaran style boats often require specific bunk con-

figurations to properly support the boat on a boatlift.   

In some cases boat hull material and strake layout also may require “a custom engineered” bunk 

configuration.  Any boat on a Sunstream lift should be supported per boat manufacturer recom-

mendations.   

Contact the boat manufacturer to verify how to support the boat.  Sunstream is not responsible for 

determining the proper way to support each craft that may go on a Sunstream lift.   

Inadequate support or incorrect position of a boat on a Sunstream lift may result in damage to the 

boat.   

Sunstream does not warrant that any bunk/kit configuration will support the hull/sponsons as the 

boat manufacturer intends or requires.   

Disclaimer of Liability 
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Safety 

Will result in serious injury or death. 

Could result in serious injury or death. 

Could result in minor or moderate injury. 

Not related to personal injury 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

If you have any questions, please call  Sunstream at  (888)786-5438  Save These Instructions 

Your safety and the safety of others is very important.  Proper use of the information in this manual will help avoid potential  
hazards that could cause damage to property and/or personal injury. It is not possible, however, to identify and warn users of  
all hazards associated with the assembly, installation, operation, and maintenance of the FloatLift. You must use your own 
good judgment. 

Failure to comply with the following rules may result in severe injury and/or death and damage to property.  Misuse of your lift 
may cause the lift and boat to become unstable.  

Your FloatLift is a piece of heavy equipment and the act of raising your boat should be treated with respect and good judgment.   

No one should operate the lift without fully understanding the proper operating procedures. 

NEVER exceed the maximum capacity of the lift.  Overloading may result in mechanical failure and personal injury.  Positioning 
the boat too far forward or aft may overload the lift. 

Your lift is not designed to be an elevator for people.  Therefore, do not use the lift for moving or supporting humans.  Load and 
Unload passengers only when boat is floating. 

The Maximum Capacity for the Lift should be listed on the lift itself - if it is not, call Sunstream immediately to determine your 
lifts capacity.  Operating the Lift with a greater amount of total weight may cause the lift and boat to become unstable and/or cap-
size, possibly causing property damage and/or and severe injury or death to individuals situated nearby. 

Installation or use of the Lift in overly rigorous conditions may cause the Lift to become unstable and/or capsize, possibly causing 
property damage and/or severe injury or death to individuals situated nearby. 

When operating lift ensure floats operate simultaneously.  Floats on one side may be blocked and or move unequally, becoming 
unstable and or capsize.  Stop lift immediately if floats operate unevenly, determine and remove blockage or call Sunstream if not 
fixed. 
 
Do not position oneself or anyone between the lift and dock.  Wave or wake movement may cause the individual to be crushed 
between the lift and any dock or solid object.   
 
Do not lift whenever any maximum load line is at or below water level.  Maximum load line decals are located on the float assem-
blies. 
 

Will result in serious injury or death. 
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Always leave the boat in the fully raised position, or in the fully lowered position.  The lift may list to one side if left in the partially 
raised position. 
 
If a Float Lift is located near an area where swimmers are prone to diving into the water (such as off of a boathouse), make sure they 
are aware of the location of the Float Lift when boat is not present, and lift is hidden under water. 
 
When walking on floats, floats may be slick or unstable, potentially leading to injury.  Use extreme caution when walking or standing 
on floats. 
 
When operating lift ensure floats operate simultaneously.  Floats on one side may be blocked and or move unequally, becoming unsta-
ble and or capsize.  Stop lift immediately if floats operate unevenly, determine and remove blockage or call Sunstream if not fixed. 
 
Failure to properly center boat on lift will potentially cause the lift and boat to become unstable and or capsize.  Determine the boat’s 
approximate center of gravity and lift your boat so that the center of gravity is approximately at the center-most  point of the lift.  If the 
boat is not centered, lower lift and try again.  If conditions do not allow for centering, do not use the lift and contact Sunstream. 
 
In the down position, the lift may be partially hidden underwater.  Swimmers may unknowingly jump or dive into structure.  Warn 
people of the lift’s existence and take other measures required to ensure safety. 
 
Hands, feet or other body parts may be severally injured if caught between the lift’s moving structures.  Do not touch or allow others to 
touch the lift while in operation. 
 
 

Do not use your Powerpack for storage purposes.  Articles or tools in the box could cause damage to the pump or electrical system. 
 
Great care and precaution should be taken when lifting for the first few times until certain the lift is stabilized.  Make sure everyone in 
the immediate area is aware during this process, and is not in close proximity to the lift (especially not in the water near the lift!)  

Lift structure, welds, bolts, pins and hydraulics must be inspected annually.  

To ward off galvanic corrosion , it is essential that sacrificial anodes are installed and maintained on your lift.  Zinc is used as it is an-
odic to aluminum in seawater so zinc becomes the corroding anode, while the lift serves as the cathode and is protected from corrosion.  
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT YOU REPLACE THE ZINC ON YOUR LIFT REGULARLY.  Check the condition frequently and 
change the zinc every six (6) months or more often if needed.  Zincs on lifts in coastal areas near ocean deteriorate more rapidly and 
need to be changed more frequently. 

Effects of galvanic corrosion are not covered by your Sunstream warranty.  Failure in maintaining zincs on the lift constitutes 
abuse and therefore voids the Sunstream warranty. 

Only use SunStream SunFluid in the hydraulic power pack. Adding hydraulic oil will cause damage to the pumps and will require a full 
system flushing. 

Do not disconnect quick-disconnect hydraulics with a boat loaded on the lift unless the boat is fully raised in the over-center position, or 
fully lowered. It is difficult to re-attach the hoses if the hoses are pressurized. 

Do not power boat on lift.  Lower lift so boat glides into position.  Boat must be in neutral to minimize risk to propeller.  Lift is not de-
signed to react to loads from boat engine (s). 

Ensure all cotter pins are bent and secure, all retaining rings are seated properly in grooves, all nuts are tight .  

Ensure hydraulic hoses are neatly wire-tied to frame and clear from pinch points.  

Tighten all battery connections and fittings. 

Ensure rubber grommets are secured and properly protect hoses and cables. 

Safety 
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FL24/GFL24 Specification 

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

 

Boat lifting capacity:  24,000 lbs 

Lifting speed:   85 to 100 sec (typ) 

Lowering speed:   50 to 60 sec (typ) 

Overall length:    38 ft 6 in 

Overall width:    16 ft 1 in (up position) 

                              20 ft 3 in  (down position) 

Min Slip width  22 ft 

Min water depth:  5 ft 

Max boat beam  13 ft 9 in 

 

AC power required:    120VAC or 230VAC 

AC charging output (High Amp Charger) 20 Amps at 24V 

 

Weight:  FloatLift structure without powerpack approx. 7900 lbs 

FloatLift structure (without float assys)      3500 lbs 

                               Float Assy (each side)      2200 lbs 

                 Powerpack box  (with sealed batteries)  Approx. 445 lbs 

                 Powerpack box  (without batteries)  Approx  200 lbs 

Hose length:   35 ft 

Structure:  Alum 6061-T6 frame with stainless steel hardware 

Floats:   Rotomolded Polyethylene with expanded styrene foam 
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FL36/GFL36 Specification 

 

Boat lifting capacity:  36,000 lbs 

Lifting speed:   90 to 135 sec (typ) 

Lowering speed:   80 to 100 sec (typ) 

Overall length:    44 ft 6 in 

Overall width:    16 ft 1 in (up position) 

                              20 ft 3 in  (down position) 

Min Slip width  22 ft 

Min water depth:  5 ft 

Max boat beam  13 ft 9 in 

 

AC power required:    120VAC or 230VAC 

AC charging output (High Amp Charger) 20 Amps at 24V 

 

Weight:  FloatLift structure without powerpack approx. 9500 lbs 

FloatLift structure (without float assys)      4500 lbs 

                               Float Assy (each side)      2500 lbs 

                 Powerpack box  (with sealed batteries)  Approx. 445 lbs 

                 Powerpack box  (without batteries)  Approx  200 lbs 

Hose length:   35 ft 

Structure:  Alum 6061-T6 frame with stainless steel hardware 

Floats:   Rotomolded Polyethylene with expanded styrene foam 

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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FL40/GFL40 Specification 

 

Boat lifting capacity:  40,000 lbs 

Lifting speed:   90 to 150 sec (typ) 

Lowering speed:   80 to 100 sec (typ) 

Overall length:    44 ft 6 in 

Overall width:    16 ft 1 in (up position) 

                              20 ft 3 in  (down position) 

Min Slip width  22 ft 

Min water depth:  6 ft 6 in 

Max boat beam  13 ft 9 in 

 

AC power required:    120VAC or 230VAC 

AC charging output (High Amp Charger) 20 Amps at 24V 

 

Weight:  FloatLift structure without powerpack approx. 9700 lbs 

FloatLift structure (without float assys)      4700 lbs 

                               Float Assy (each side)      2500 lbs 

                 Powerpack box  (with sealed batteries)  Approx. 445 lbs 

                 Powerpack box  (without batteries)  Approx  200 lbs 

Hose length:   35 ft 

Structure:  Alum 6061-T6 frame with stainless steel hardware 

Floats:   Rotomolded Polyethylene with expanded styrene foam 

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
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Power Pack Specifications 

Dimensions in inches 

All dimensions approximate 
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I TEM NO. QTY. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 1 941812 ASSEMBLY, FRAME, FL24

2 2 941811 ASSY, FLOATS, PREASSEMBLED, FL24

3 4 941955 ASSY, FLOAT BRACKET, FL24/36

4 4 941954 ASSY, CROSSBEAM EXTENSION, FL24/36

5 2 941923 ASSEMBLY, BUNK, FL24

6 4 442192 TUBE, GUIDE ON, RFL24

7 1 921814 ASSY, POWERPACK, FL24

8 4 951419 WELDMENT, FLOAT BAND, FL24

9 2 630699 DECAL, SERIAL NUMBER, (FL24020)

10 1 911810 HARDWARE KIT, FL24

FL24/GFL24 Top Assembly 

Parts List 
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FL24/GFL24 Frame Assembly 

I TEM NO. QTY. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 1 951404 WELDMENT, FRAME, FL24

2 2 411665 LIFTING BEAM, GFL24

3 4 431669 Lifting Arm Casting, FL24

4 4 441942 STOP, LIFTING ARM, FL24

5 4 14-160032-57 PIN, CLEVIS, 1.000 X 7.50 LG, SS

6 4 14-160024-87 PIN, LIFTING ARM MID, FL24

7 16 191032 RING, SNAP, EXT., 1" D, .046" W, SS

8 4 14-280036-86 PIN, VBEAM PIVOT, FL24

9 8 191033 RING, SNAP, EXT., 1.5" D, .056" W, SS

10 8 11-080008-93 BOLT, .500-13 x 2.00, HEX, SS

11 8 12-080000-31 NUT, .500-13, NYLOCK, SS

12 1 921813 ASSEMBLY, CYLINDER KIT, FL24

13 2 630153 DECAL, FLOATLIFT
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I TEM NO. QTY. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 1 942021 ASSEMBLY, FRAME, FL36

2 2 942022 ASSY, FLOATS, PREASSEMBLED, FL36

3 4 941955 ASSY, FLOAT BRACKET, FL24/36

4 2 942038 ASSY, FLOAT BRACKET, MID, FL36

5 6 951419 WELDMENT, FLOAT BAND, FL24

6 4 941954 ASSY, CROSSBEAM EXTENSION, FL24/36

7 2 942023 ASSEMBLY, BUNK, FL36

8 4 442192 TUBE, GUIDE ON, RFL24

9 1 921814 ASSY, POWERPACK, FL24

10 1 911999 HARDWARE KIT, FL36

FL36/GFL36 Top Assembly 
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FL36/GFL36 Frame Assembly 

I TEM NO. QTY. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 1 941723 WELDMENT, FRAME, FL36

2 2 951739 WELDMENT, FIG-8 BEAM, FL36

3 4 431669 Lifting Arm Casting, FL24

4 4 441942 STOP, LIFTING ARM, FL24

5 6 14-160032-57 PIN, CLEVIS, 1.000 X 7.50 LG, SS

6 6 14-160024-87 PIN, LIFTING ARM MID, FL24

7 24 191032 RING, SNAP, EXT., 1" D, .046" W, SS

8 6 14-280036-86 PIN, VBEAM PIVOT, FL24

9 12 191033 RING, SNAP, EXT., 1.5" D, .056" W, SS

10 8 11-080008-93 BOLT, .500-13 x 2.00, HEX, SS

11 8 12-080000-31 NUT, .500-13, NYLOCK, SS

12 1 922045 ASSEMBLY, CYLINDER KIT, FL36
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I TEM NO. QTY. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 1 942021 ASSEMBLY, FRAME, FL36

2 2 942022 ASSY, FLOATS, PREASSEMBLED, FL36

3 4 941955 ASSY, FLOAT BRACKET, FL24/36

4 2 942038 ASSY, FLOAT BRACKET, MID, FL36

5 6 951419 WELDMENT, FLOAT BAND, FL24

6 4 941954 ASSY, CROSSBEAM EXTENSION, FL24/36

7 2 942023 ASSEMBLY, BUNK, FL36

8 4 442192 TUBE, GUIDE ON, RFL24

9 1 921814 ASSY, POWERPACK, FL24

10 1 911999 HARDWARE KIT, FL36

11 2 992044 FLOAT ASSY, UNDER FRAME, FL40

FL40/GFL40 Top Assembly 
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I TEM NO. QTY. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 1 941723 WELDMENT, FRAME, FL36

2 2 951739 WELDMENT, FIG-8 BEAM, FL36

3 4 431669 Lifting Arm Casting, FL24

4 4 441942 STOP, LIFTING ARM, FL24

5 6 14-160032-57 PIN, CLEVIS, 1.000 X 7.50 LG, SS

6 6 14-160024-87 PIN, LIFTING ARM MID, FL24

7 24 191032 RING, SNAP, EXT., 1" D, .046" W, SS

8 6 14-280036-86 PIN, VBEAM PIVOT, FL24

9 12 191033 RING, SNAP, EXT., 1.5" D, .056" W, SS

10 8 11-080008-93 BOLT, .500-13 x 2.00, HEX, SS

11 8 12-080000-31 NUT, .500-13, NYLOCK, SS

12 1 922045 ASSEMBLY, CYLINDER KIT, FL36

FL40/GFL40 Frame Assembly 
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Power Pack 

Complete Power Pack part list on next page 

SOME ITEMS MAY NOT BE DEPICTED 

SOLAR PANELS 

(If used) 

BATTERY CHARGER 

MANIFOLD 

GROMMET 

BATTERY 

BATTERY 
SHELF 

PUMP 

ENDHEAD TO TANK GASKET 
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I TEM NO. QTY. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

1 1 941657 ASSEMBLY, BOX, P60 POWERPACK

2 4 111092 SCREW, #8-32 X .50, FH, PHILLIPS, SS

3 3 111093 SCREW, #8-32 X .25, FH, PHILLIPS, SS

4 14 13-020001-06 WASHER, .250, SS

5 6 111094 SCREW, .250-20 X .75, BUTTON, PHILLIPS, SS

6 6 111095 SCREW, .250-20 X 1.00, BUTTON, PHILLIPS, SS

7 2 12-040000-69 NUT, .250 - 20, SS

8 12 12-040000-41 NUT, .250 - 20, NYLOCK, SS

9 2 111096 SCREW, .250-20 X 1.50, BUTTON, PHILLIPS, SS

10 1 280176 MANIFOLD, FL15/24

11 4 11-044014-66 BOLT, .250-20 X 3.50, HEX, SS

12 2 350134 BREAKER, WATERPROOF, 150A

13 6 111097 SCREW, #8-32 X 1.00 PH, PHILLIPS, SS

14 28 13-262400-87 WASHER, #8 FLAT, SS

15 14 12-262400-86 NUT, #8-32, HEX, SS

16 2 290213 VALVE, CARTRIDGE, FLOW DIVIDER

17 2 290212 1/4" NPT PLUG, SS

18 4 230186 FITTING, ADAPTER, 1/4"MSAE-1/4"MJIC

19 8 230184 FITTING, ADAPTER, 1/4"FJIC-1/4"MSAE (316 SS)

20 8 230185 FITTING, ADAPTER, 1/4"MNPT-1/4"MJIC (316 SS)(45°)

21 4 230169 FITTING, QUICK DISCONNECT, MALE, SS

22 4 230170 FITTING, QUICK DISCONNECT, FEMALE, SS

23 1 290168 CAP, BREATHER, 1/2" NPT, 10MICRON

24 6 230187 FITTING, ADAPTER, 1/4"MJIC-1/4"FJIC SS(90°)

25 3 230188 FITTING, ADAPTER, 1/4"FJIC-1/4"MJIC SS (45°)

26 2 92-000009-74 AS., HOSE, HYDRAULIC (24")(.25 FJIC-.25FJIC)

27 12 921751 HOSE ASSY, -4, 14.5" FJIC-FJIC

28 12 921752 HOSE ASSY, -4, 10.5" FJIC-FJIC

29 2 931925 ASSEMBLY, REMOTE CONTROL UNIT, RC308

30 1 690547 FUNNEL, PLASTIC, 18IN LG, FL24 PU

31 4 690598 LEG, SHELF, RUBBER, DUAL P60

32 3 690599 HOLDER, CABLE

33 4 690617 GASKET, FLANGE TO TANK, RUBBER

34 1 690189 GROMMET, RUBBER

35 1 690597 SHELF, BATTERY, FOAMBOARD, DUAL PU

36 1 640136 FLOAT - KEY (SUNSTREAM)(VL-KEY)

37 1 390236 TRANSMITTER, RC, TOUCHTRONICS, LRG.

38 2 260204 POWER UNIT, BASE, 24V, P60

39 4 23-000001-90 FITTING, PLUG, 1/4" MSAE

40 8 11-060401-37 BOLT, .375-16 X 1.00, BH, SS

41 2 230145 FITTING, 1/4" MNPT - 1/4" MJIC, STAINLESS

42 2 230096 FITTING, ELBOW, SS, .25

43 2 39-000000-17 CHARGE CONTROLLER, 12/24V, 5A LA-CC5

44 1 390233 CHARGER, BATTERY, 24V, 25 AMP

45 8 11-262403-85 SCREW, 8-32 X 3/4 PHIL PH, MACHINE

46 2 39-000000-16 SOLAR PANEL, 12V - 12 WATT

47 1 630137 SUNSTREAM DECAL (OVAL)(VL-DECAL-Y)

48 1 630739 DECAL

49 1 630741 DECAL

50 1 630742 DECAL

51 1 630135 ASSEMBLY, DECAL KIT, POWER PACK

52 1 630774 DECAL, RC308 INSTRUCTIONS

53 2 690257 ZIP TIE, 14" WHITE, .187" WIDE

54 2 690258 WIRE TIE, (ZIP TIE) (7")(BLACK)(.187 WIDE)

55 2 690460 ZIP TIE, 7.5" GREEN, .187" WIDE

56 2 690461 ZIP TIE, 7.5" RED, .187" WIDE

57 1 290071 SAFE FLUID (VH-419R)

58 4 11-060400-44 BOLT, .375-16 X 1.00, FHP, SS

59 4 310103 BATTERY. MARINE, 12 VDC, LA-B27S (UNIVERSAL)

60 1 390055 BLADE-STYLE FUSE, 10 AMP

61 1 350242 BLADE-STYLE FUSE, 30 AMP

Power Pack Parts List 
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Launching/retrieving.   

Before Lifting/Launching/or retrieving, be sure to disconnect Powerpack from lift, secure and protect hoses and keep 

hose quick disconnect fittings clean.  Use caution when lifting Powerpack with fork lift to prevent damage. 

Using Overhead Crane 

With Frame and Floats fully assembled, and Powerpack disconnected, hoist with 4 straps/slings from the two end cross 

beam tubes (5”x8”). For easier installation make sure all Float Control Pins are inserted and secure. Floats will rotate 

downward upon lifting. If Float Control Pins in the Float Bracket are removed, the floats will rotate downward even 

further making installation more difficult. 

 

 

 

 

Installation 

Lifting Slings can be secured around  either  

5”x 8” rectangular tube.  

Be sure that slings don’t get pinched by 

float arms and don’t interfere with operation 

of the lift. 

Float Control Pin,14-160026-88 

Float Control Pins 
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Moving FloatLift 

Towing FloatLift 

The FloatLift may be towed using a rope bridle of at least 30 ft long, connecting the front or rear U-bolts on 

the Upper Float Tube End Plates.  Tow at a max speed of 10 knots in fully up position, or as sea con-

ditions dictate. 

 

Motoring FloatLift 

With some boats, the lift can be moved using the boat’s power while on the lift.  This requires the lift 

to be lowered sufficiently so the water intakes are adequately submerged, yet the bunks are supporting 

enough weight to keep boat from shifting on lift.  For some applications, securing the lift to the boat 

with lines may be required.  Verify water intakes to boat are not blocked by lift bunks, and props are 

clear of lift.  If additional depth needed for water pickups toward rear of boat, boat may be positioned 

1 ft aft on lift from balance point. 

 
 

Storing/Shipping fully assembled FloatLift 

An optional Shipping Hanger GFA-SH24 for FL24, and GFA-SH36 for FL36 & FL40  is available,  

which minimizes the width to 8.5 ft.  

 

 

 

Installation 
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Mooring the FloatLift 

Sea Conditions 

The FloatLift is designed for a protected environment, with waves typically less than 1 ft from crest to 

trough.   Larger waves may shorten lifespan of FloatLift. 

Dock requirements 

Floating Dock 

A floating dock must be capable of supporting the weight of the Powerpack (445 lbs).  It must be high 

enough off the water to prevent waves from splashing the powerpack.  Dock needs to be stable enough 

to keep powerpack from sliding on dock.  Secure powerpack to dock if needed. 

Fixed dock 

A fixed dock must be capable of supporting the weight of the Powerpack (445 lbs).  Be certain to check 

extreme tide prediction to assure hoses will not pull powerpack into the water.  Contact Sunstream for 

hose extensions if needed.  For tides greater than 1 foot, sliding cleats such as the Tide-Slide brand are 

recommended. 

Dock Lines 

Secure the FloatLift to the dock similar to a boat using at least 5/8” dock lines.  The other end of the 

dock line may be secured on a cleat appropriately sized for the boat on the lift. Make sure to leave 

enough slack in the lines to account for lift operation, wave action and elevation differences (i.e. tides) 

between cleat and water level. 

Side Tie 

Tie the lift to the side of a dock as shown using a bow line, stern line two spring lines.  

 
4-Way tie 

Tie the lift to slip as shown using a dock line on each corner.  A minimum slip size of 22 ft or a side-tie is 

required. 

 
 

 

Installation 
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Fixed Dock/Bulkhead 

For non-floating docks, dock lines need to be attached to sliding cleats, such as Tide-Slide brand, so FloatLift 

can rise and lower with tide.   

 
Sliding cleat for fixed docks/bulkheads (GFL13 shown) 

 

Fendering 

Protect the floats from damage or wear as needed.  Add fendering to side of dock if needed. 

 

Solar Requirements 

If solar charging functionality is desired, the solar panels must be positioned to accept at least 6 hrs a day of direct 

sunlight.  Solar panels may be repositioned from top of powerpack box to a sunnier location, and additional panels 

may be added if needed for more charging. 

 

Installation 
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Attaching/removing the Powerpack 

To attach:  

 Position the powerpack in the desired position on the dock next to the FloatLift.  

 Verify pump circuit breakers are in the ‘off’ position.   

 Attach the 8 hoses from the powerpack to the lift by matching the hoses to corresponding backside of the 

powerpack.  Quick disconnects need to be seated firmly so collars seat.   

 Match colored labels for each hose and Powerpack fitting. 

 Ensure hoses are protected from chaffing, pinching and kinking. 

 If additional hose length is required, contact Sunstream for hose extensions.   

 Use caution not to turn elbow fitting on manifold when attaching or disconnecting hoses, since this will 

cause the fitting to leak.  If elbow is loosened, causing a leak, tighten appropriately to stop leak. 

To Remove:  

 Depressurize by turning off ‘A’ and ‘B’ breakers, then touch ‘up’ then ‘down’ button briefly.   

 If boat is on lift, lift must be in the fully lowered or in the fully raised (over-center) position, since this will 

pressurize the quick disconnect hose fittings, making it difficult to connect later.   

Depressurizing QD’s:   

 Quick disconnects (QD’s) may be depressurized by depressing the nipple of the Quick disconnect. 

 Do this inside a bucket to catch fluid release.   

 A 3/8” bolt 2” or longer is needed to reach the nipple inside the female QD.   

 Use extreme caution not to disrupt the o-ring seal inside the female QD. 

 

 

Charging System 

 Confirm which charging system is used (AC charger or Solar Charging).  Confirm 12V and 24V wires are 

connected inside Powerpack 

 AC Charger: Confirm the voltage is set correctly for the power (120V or 230V). 

 AC Charger: Confirm wire has correct plug for local power. 

 AC Charger: Connect Charger and turn on Charger power.  Confirm proper charging by LED indicator or amp 

meter. 

 

Testing FloatLift 

 Turn on circuit breakers.   

 Lower FloatLift to lowered position by pressing the ‘Dn’ button on the wireless transmitter, or by the ‘Down’ 

button on the remote control box inside the powerpack. 

 Raise the lift without a boat to the full up position by pressing the ‘up’ button on the wireless transmitter, or by 

pressing the ‘Up’ button on the RC box. 

Installation 

Connect (8) Quick-Disconnects between 

hoses and Powerpack. 

Match color labels between hoses and 

Powerpack QDs 
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FLOATLIFT BASIC OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS (See sticker inside lid of Powerpack) 

 

 Conduct Daily Use Inspection as specified on adjacent Maintenance Reminders sticker 

 Lift can be operated using the up/down buttons on the wireless remotes, or on the buttons on 

the RC box. 

Verify power is on: 

 Pump A: Turn on Circuit Breaker A 

 Pump B: Turn on Circuit Breaker B 

 RC power: Rocker switch on RC box 

To Lower FloatLift: 

 Press Down button on Key Fob Transmitter or on RC box (small black box inside Power-

pack). 

 The lift can be lowered just low enough to start engines.  Boat can be boarded in this position. 

 When ready to depart, lower just enough to release boat. 

 Raise lift if it will not be used for an extended period of time to keep bunks clean. 

To Load boat on FloatLift: 

 If FloatLift is raised, lower lift enough to accept boat 

 Slowly load boat on lift, and center weight of boat within about 12” of center of lift (fore/aft), 

and within 6” of Port/Stbd. 

 Press the ‘Up’ button and verify fore/aft balance.  Front and rear of floats shall be within 4” in 

elevation. 

 Stop part way when floats are in best position for unloading boat. 

 After unloading, continue ‘Up’ until both port and starboard floats are locked over-center, 

with the wheels on the outer downslope of the roller plate ramp 

Important: 

 If lift takes more than 2 minutes to lift (3 minutes for FL36 & FL40), verify both power units 

are operating 

 Max capacity 24,000 lbs for FL24, 36,000 lbs for FL36 & 40,000 lbs for FL40                   

 Max beam 13’ 9”  

 Inspect lift per operating manual every use and every 6 months 

 If Solar Charging is used, Solar Panels must be in direct sunlight for at least 6 hours a day 

 Powerpack must be in safe location on dock 

 

Warnings 

 Keep people away from moving unit,  

 Keep hands and feet away from wheels and moving parts 

 FloatLift should be left in the fully up position 

 Connecting a powerpack to a FloatLift in a different lifting position then when disconnected 

will cause changes to fluid level, and possible overflowing of fluid. 

Operation 
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FLOATLIFT DETAILED OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Confirm Installation 

 Lift is properly moored to dock 

 Powerpack is properly connected to lift and properly located on dock 

 

Energize Powerpack 

 Pump A: Turn on Circuit Breaker A 

 Pump B: Turn on Circuit Breaker B 

 RC power: Rocker switch on RC box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Fob Transmitter 

 The Powerpack is shipped with the Key Fob Transmitter programmed to the RC Box.  If a new Transmitter is used, it will be 

necessary to program it to the RC Box.  Sometimes it also may become necessary to re-program your Transmitter after a 

dead battery or experiencing electrical interference. 

 

Programming Instructions: 

 Switch RC Unit to ‘ON’ 

 Push and Release RED Program button 1 time 

 Push Transmitter ‘UP’ button 3 times.  The Powerpack will operate during the 2nd or 3rd push.  If not, repeat. 

 

Loading boat on lift (raising) 

 If newly installed Lift, verify Float Control Pins have been installed (see figure on page 17).   

 With the lift in the Down position, position boat on lift, with the weight of the boat balanced on the lift.   

 Raise the lift partially to check for fore/aft boat balance and reposition boat to better balance.   

 

 Raise the lift to a partially raised position approximately half way, and stop to allow for boarding or disembarking.  Con-

tinue to raise the lift to the fully up position, ensuring both sides of floats are in the full up position, which locks them 

over-center.  The elevation of the front of the floats should be within 4” of the rear of the floats in the fully raised posi-

tion. 

 The boat should be substantially level on the lift from side to side, with boat laterally centered. 

Operation 

RC Unit 
(RC308 shown) 

Transmitter 

Ensure nothing on lift can cause damage to 

boat.  Use padding and or fenders. 
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 To be in the locked and over-center position, all rollers need to be on outboard downward slope of 

roller plate ramp.  Boat should only be stored in fully up position. 

 Lift will take approximately 85-100 (typ. FL24) seconds to raise.  Call for service if more than 2 min 

to raise (3 minutes for FL36 and FL40). If the lift stops moving when raising with the power units 

running, verify boat and anything else being lifted is not over 24,000 lbs for FL24, 36,000 lbs for 

FL36 & 40,000 lbs for FL40 in total weight. 

 

Lowering the lift  

 Ensure people and obstructions are clear of FloatLift, and water depth is at least 5 ft deep (6’-6” for 

FL40). 

 Press the ‘Dn’ button on the wireless transmitter, or press the ‘Down’ button on the RC box. 

 Stop the lift when the boat is floating, and the bunks are lightly pushing against the hull.   

 Back off the lift with minimal power. Lower lift until boat can back off if neccessary. 

 The friction of the bunks against the boat when exiting will be similar to the friction the bunks will 

have when loading the boat, which will assist positioning. 

 Raise the empty lift when not being used for extended periods of time to prevent marine growth on 

bunks and structure. 

 In higher wave action areas, keep lift in the up position when empty to minimize wear. 

 The lift with load will take approximately 60 seconds to lower (90 seconds for FL36 and FL40) 

 

Redundant system design 

The hydraulic system is designed to be redundant.  Two hydraulic pumps with twobattery banks pump 

fluid to a common hydraulic splitter, which meters the flow equally Port and Starboard.  The fluid is 

equally split such that if a hose is ruptured, the lift  will still be able to be powered down.   If one of the 

hydraulic systems fails, the lift will operate at approximately half speed.  The normal lifting speed is 90-

120 seconds.  If FloatLift takes more than 2 minutes to lift ( 3 minutes for FL36 and FL40) verify both 

power units are functioning by turning off one breaker at a time.   

 

SunFluid™ FloatLift non-oil Hydraulic Fluid 

The FloatLift uses a special environmentally friendly, water-soluble, non-oil based hydraulic fluid.  Do 

not mix any other fluid, especially oil, into the system.  It is good practice to keep spare SunFluid in the 

powerpack or at convenient location.  The reservoir is located under the hydraulic pumps in the Power-

pack.  The fill cap is adjacent to the hydraulic pumps.  Replace the fill cap when not filling reservoir.  

Replacement fluid part number:  LA-SF5GAL   

Batteries 

 Recommended Batteries: Use four 12V group 27 marine deep-cycle batteries with a minimum of 600 

CCA (or with a reserve capacity of 160 Amp Hours).  Reserve capacity is the most important feature. 

Operation 

All Rollers must be 

past highest part of 

roller plate 

Roller 
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Solar Charging 

Solar Panels may be used to keep the Powerpack batteries charged.  The ability for the Solar Panels 

to maintain battery charge under normal lift use is dependant on the frequency of lift usage.  Consult 

Sunstream for a recommendation on Solar Charging. 

 

Solar Charging will have difficulty recharging batteries that are discharged to less than 50% capacity. 

If Solar Panels do not keep the battery charged  try the following: 

 Move Solar Panels to an area with more direct and consistent sunlight 

 Add additional Solar Panels 

 Periodically use an A/C charger to fully charge the batteries 

 Check battery cell water levels.  Top off if necessary with distilled water. 

Operation 
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FloatLift maintenance 

Batteries 
The FloatLift uses quantity (4) Group 27 deep cycle 12V marine batteries.  Minimum reserve capac-

ity of 160 Amp Hours each.  Every 6 months, check to ensure that the battery fluid levels are ap-

proximately ½ ” from the top, and fill with distilled water if needed.  Inspect battery terminals at 

same interval, and clean if needed with wire brush.  Excessive heat at a battery terminal is a sign of 

poor conductivity, which indicates a need for cleaning the terminals.  Low battery fluid can also 

cause high heat at battery terminals.  Replace batteries every 3years or as needed for preventative 

maintenance. 

The battery charge level can be checked with a hydrometer 

 

100% Charged.......1.255 - 1.260 Specific Gravity 

         75%   Charged.......1.220 - 1.225 Sp. Gr. 

         50%   Charged.......1.185 - 1.190 Sp. Gr. 

         25%   Charged.......1.150 - 1.155 Sp. Gr. 

          0%    Charged.......1.115 - 1.120 Sp. Gr. 

 

 

 

Zincs 

Inspect cylindrical zincs regularly. Refer to instructions in FL24 Zinc Kit GFA-ZN24 for FL24 and 

GFA-ZN36 for FL36 & FL40.  Replace zincs if more than 50 % deteriorated, or if structural poten-

tial (with a Silver-Silver Chloride probe) is below 900 mV.  Clean off contact surface where zincs 

interface when replacing zincs.  Only replace with Sunstream zinc kit (GFA-ZN24: FL24) (GFA-

ZN36: FL36 & FL40).  See instructions on replacement zinc kit for additional instructions.  Do not 

paint on or under zincs.  IMPORTANT: Failure to maintain zincs can cause structural damage to the 

aluminum.  

 

 

Floats 

Clean off marine growth from floats as desired.  Excessive marine growth over 1” thick is required 

to be removed.  Growth over ½” is suggested to be removed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maintenance 
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Solar Panels 

  Keep solar panels clean to maintain charging output. 

 

SunFluid 

 Replace SunFluid from reservoir every 4 years.  Drain plug is located under powerpack.  Rinse reser

 voir with water when empty, and allow to dry before refilling.  Use approx.  5 gallons of Sunstream 

 SunFluid to fill.  Only use Sunstream SunFluid, part number VL-SF-GAL (1 gal), or VL-SF-5GAL (5 

 gal) 

 

Ice 

  Shifting thick ice can cause damage to floats and frame.  Use ‘bubbler’ to prevent ice build-up 

        around lift. 

 

FloatLift repair 

 

Repairs to FloatLift should only be performed by certified Sunstream technician or as authorized by 

Sunstream.  Call Sunstream at 253-395-0500 for repair and/or repair instructions. 

For the fastest service of hydraulic and electrical systems, it is recommended to have a spare Power-

pack on hand, swap out powerpack that is experiencing trouble, and arrange for non-emergency service 

for repair.   

 

Intended boats 

 

The FL24, FL36 & FL40 were designed to fit most boats up to the FloatLifts maximum capacity,  and 

beam widths up to 13’ 9”.  Use caution to verify bunks fit boat appropriately, and boat is capable of 

being supported in this configuration.  Some boats may require specialized bunk kits or bunk adjust-

ment.  Contact Sunstream and/or boat mfg if needed.  Use caution when first lifting, and inspect for 

proper fit.  Bunks of FloatLift should only contact hull, and not hull fittings or any component that may 

be damaged.  For inboard boats, use caution for propeller and shaft clearance.  Bunks may need to be 

raised for boats with low shafts to clear V-beam structure of FloatLift frame structure. 

  

 Removing/installing float assemblies 

 

The port and starboard float assemblies can be removed for more compact shipping and storage.  To 

remove each float assembly, remove two lower pivot pins on each side (three pins on FL36 & FL40).  

Then re-install, replace pin and locking ring.  Float assemblies may be lifted with a forklift from center 

of float assembly. 

 

Inspection every time the float lift is used 

Confirm that: 

 FloatLift is properly secured with dock lines, free of chaffing points.  Adjust dock lines and use 

fendering as needed. 

 FloatLift is free of obstructions, and clear of people 

 Fluid Level in Powerpack is ok.  Fluid needs to be approx 1” from top of reservoir , when lift is 

fully raised 

 Clean solar panels, and confirm they are in direct sunlight. 

 Waterline indicator labels on floats are above waterline 

Maintenance 
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Inspection every 6 months when in water (in addition to inspection above) See checklist for details. 

 Check Fluid Level, fill if needed.  Fluid should be within 1” of top of reservoir when FloatLift is in 

up position. 

 Check battery fluid levels, and fill as required with distilled water 

 Check battery terminals, and tighten and clean if needed 

 Clean Solar Panels 

 Inspect for heavy marine growth (more than ½”), and clean if needed  

 Check zincs, and replace if more than 50% deteriorated  

 Verify both pumps in Powerpack are functioning  by operating pumps individually. (each pump is 

connected to one circuit breaker, disable one pump by turning off one of the circuit breakers) 

 

Annual Inspection (in addition to 6 month inspection) 

 Replace zincs and check electrical potential of structural aluminum to be more than 900mV in salt 

water 

 Check battery condition and replace batteries every 3 years, or as needed 

 Inspect SunFluid annually and replace SunFluid every 4 years  

 Check electrolysis potential of aluminum lift structure is over 900mV 

Maintenance 
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Troubleshooting 

 

Problem Solution 

Lift will not operate with manual 

switches on RC box 

-Check both Circuit Breakers are on 

-Check power on RC box is on 

-Check battery voltage 

Lift will not operate with Key Fob 

Transmitter buttons 

-Check that lift operates with manual switches on RC box (see above) 

-Check RC box antenna is run to outside of metal Powerpack box 

-Re-program Key Fob Transmitter per instructions in manual 

-Check battery voltage in Key Fob Transmitter 

Key Fob Transmitter has limited 

range 

-Check RC box antenna is run to outside of metal Powerpack box 

-Re-program Key Fob Transmitter per instructions in manual 

-Check battery voltage in Key Fob Transmitter 

-Hold Transmitter in different location (over head, or different location in boat) 

-Proximity to cell phone towers, power lines and other electromagnetic interfer-

ence can also reduce range. 

Boat lists to one side when lifting -Check Boat is loaded in center of FloatLift and and is evenly weighted 

-Check that both hydraulic pumps are operating (both Circuit Breakers ON).  

Single pump operation will not be as level as 2-pump operation 

-If lift just installed, air in system will cause uneven lifting.  Operate lift for 4 

cycles to purge all air from system. 

-Check hoses are not crimped or damaged 

Fluid found in bottom of Power-

pack 

-If lift just installed, air in system often expands and causes fluid to overflow.  

Check fluid level after installation is complete and all air is purged from system 

-Check for leaks.  Tighten hose fittings or reposition gaskets as necessary 

Lift stops momentarily -Check for low battery.  Key Fob Transmitter will stop functioning with low 

Powerpack battery.   

 The lift can be operated with manual switch on RC box. 

 The RC stops responding to Transmitter at about 22V 

 The pump motor stops functioning about 18V 

Battery terminal becomes hot -Check battery cable is clean and tight on battery terminal 
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Battery Wiring 
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FL24/GFL24 Hydraulic Schematic 
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FL36/GFL36 & FL40/GFL40 Hydraulic Schematic 
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Sunstream FL24/FL36/FL40:  6 month Inspection form   

Location___________________________    Date______________Lift Number__________ 

Tools Required:  SAE wrench set, SAE socket set and ratchet, allen wrench set, voltmeter, pliers, wire brush, hydrometer,  

T-9 Boeshield, marine grease, distilled water. 

Powerpack Box 

Batteries – 10 minutes 

Batteries – Includes 4 large deep cycle batteries  

  If using wet cell battery with caps, check water level. 

Fill with distilled water to manufacturer specification if low 

  Test on each large battery in powerpack box using multi-meter.  Under 12.2v indicates a low battery. Replace 

or charge batteries if low. 

  Remove  nuts on each battery post 

  Clean battery posts and cables with small wire brush to remove any corrosion or rust 

  Inspect for any heat damage or other corrosion 

   Re-attach battery cables to battery, confirm nuts are tight . Wing nuts MUST BE MORE THAN HAND 

TIGHT if used. 

  Apply T-9 Boeshield to battery terminals and cables 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Wiring in Box – 3 minutes 

  Visually inspect all wire ends for evidence of corrosion, heat damage or loose (can move relatively easy 

by hand) connections 

Tighten, clean or replace any connections as needed 

Apply T-9 Boeshield to all metal fittings and electrical components on pump 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

Charging System – 5 minutes 

Solar Panels 

Disconnect white connector leading from each solar panel to wiring harness marked “solar” 

Using multi-meter in DC volts in daylight hours, test each solar panel by unplugging the connec-

tor and placing the multi-meter test leads on the contacts on the connector.  Under 16v indicates 

potential problem. 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

AC Charger 

  Verify AC Chargers are plugged in to live power and power light is illuminated, and output over 28V (14V 

         per 12v battery) 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Inspection Checklists 
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Lift Operation – 5 minutes 

  Up and down buttons on RC Unit are operational 

  Up and down on remotes is operational 

  Lifting time less than 2 minutes (3 minutes for FL36 and FL40) 

  Power unit A and B functioning (turn off A and B individually with circuit breakers) 

  If included, Emergency down button on front of box operates lift down 

 

Run lift completely down and then back up 

  Lifts evenly with boat 

  Lifts evenly without boat 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Fluid 

  Fluid level is 1-2 inches from top of reservoir 

  Fluid is a pink/red color  

 No visual particulate matter in fluid 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Powerpack – 5 minutes 

  Check for evidence of fluid leaks 

  Ensure drain holes are not clogged 

  Remove any items not related to boat lift from powerpack 

  Clean inside and outside of box, including solar panels with wet rag 

  Spray battery terminals, hydraulic fittings with anti-corrosion spray such as T-9 or WD-40 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

 

Lift Structure 

Floats – 10 minutes 

All floats appear to be equally buoyant 

  With boat 

  Without boat 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Inspection Checklists 
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  Check for chafing, scraping or other signs of external damage 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Fasteners:  Check for wear or corrosion and ensure all bolts are tight (may need to remove marine growth to prop-

erly inspect) 

  Float tubes (while lift is in down position) 

  Float bands 

  Float brackets 

  End plates 

  Union Plates 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Hoses – 5 Minutes 

Follow hoses from Powerpack to cylinders 

  Remove excessive marine growth (more than 1” in diameter) 

  Hoses are not being pinched or chaffed by pier, boats, cables, lift, etc 

  Hoses are not being kinked 

  Hose ends and junctions have protective tape in good condition 

  No leaks present (fluid is pinkish/red in color) 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Cylinders – 3 minutes 

  Cylinder coating is in good condition with no bare spots or chaffing 

  Verify retaining rings are present and on bottom of cylinder pins 

  Verify retaining ring present on top of cylinder pins 

  No fluid leaks from fittings or top of cylinder  

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Frame – 5 minutes 

  All welds in tact, and without propagating cracks 

  No sign of corrosion or wear 

  Inspect pivot points for cylinders and castings for wear 

  Bunks securely attached to bunk brackets and frame 

  Check that all nuts are tight  

  Bunk rubber in good condition 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

Inspection Checklists 
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Roller assembly and Roller Plates – 3 Minutes 

  Inspect wheels.  Outside surface should be smooth 

  Grease axles if rollers make noise or aren’t rolling smoothly  

  Inspect roller plates for wear or corrosion 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Castings – 5 minutes 

  Pivot pins on top and bottom in place and secured with retaining ring 

  Check for evidence of corrosion, cracking or other wear (may need to remove marine growth to in-

spect).  Pay special attention to water line area. 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Attachment to Pier – 5 minutes 

  Inspect all dock lines for chafing or wear 

  Ensure tie up method does not allow chafing of hoses 

  Ensure tie up method does not allow floats to be chafed or punctured 

  Ensure rope positioning and number conform to Sunstream standards 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Zincs –10 minutes 

  Inspect zincs.  Each zinc should have at least 50% of its original mass 

  Fastening screws tight zinc  

  If replacing zinc, clean attachment area first 

  Clean outside surface of zinc of any marine growth 

 

Comments____________________________________ 

 

Inspected by________________________ on ________________ 

 

 

Sunstream FL24, FL36 & FL40 annual Inspection  (in addition to 6-month inspection) 

Zincs:  Replace zincs annually with Sunstream zinc kits (GFA-ZN24 for FL24) & (GFA-ZN36 for FL36 & FL40) 

Check electrical potential of structural aluminum to be more than 900mV in salt water 

 

Batteries: Check battery condition and replace batteries every 3 years, or as needed 

 

Fluid:  Replace SunFluid every 4 years 

Inspection Checklists 


